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PDR Receives Global Technology Award for Rework & Repair
Shingle Springs, CA — November 2019 — PDR announces that it was awarded a 2019 Global
Technology Award in the category of Rework and Repair Equipment for its E6S Evolution Rework
System. The award was presented to the company during a Tuesday, Nov. 12, 2019 ceremony that
took place during productronica in Munich, Germany.

Defense entities, contract manufacturers, research and telecom customers have identified PDR’s E6
technology as the system of choice for the machine’s ease of use, effective rework and flexibility to
tackle a wide range of applications. Priced below fully automated systems, PDR’s simple design and
easy to master rework systems are built to ensure that they are virtually maintenance free, offering
years of useful service with many PDR systems built in the 1980s still in service.
PDR’s Gantry Level Focused Infrared Rework System Model E6S is designed to rework PCBs up to
24” (610mm). PDR’s unique gantry design offers full rework access to devices placed on the leading
edges of medium to large PCB formats in a simple and convenient to use rework system.
PDR’s E6 series utilizes PDR’s patented Focused IR Rework Technology with visible IR component
targeting as well as infrared pre-heating from below for superior thermal balancing of the PCB during
the rework process.
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Premiering in 2005, the Global Technology Awards program is an annual celebration of product
excellence in electronics surface mount assembly. Premier products based on the finest examples of
creative advancement in technology are chosen by a distinguished panel of industry experts.
PDR Rework Systems remains at the forefront of rework technology by providing air nozzle free
systems with advanced in-process control features and visible light that takes the guesswork out of
rework. PDR X-Ray Solutions was founded in 2012, distributing and supporting X-Ray Solutions for
industry under the PDR Brand as well as other well-known X-Ray Brands. For more information about
PDR, contact:
PDR – Americas
3869 Dividend Drive
Shingle Springs, CA 95682
T: 530-676-6262
E: sales@pdrxy.com
PDR – Europe/Asia
Unit 3 Stanley Centre
Kelvin Way, Crawley
West Sussex, RH10 9SE UK
T: +44 (0)1293 614 000
E: sales@pdr-rework.com
###
About PDR
PDR is a pioneer in IR rework, test and inspection systems, with its products specified by many of the world’s
largest names in electronics manufacturing and repair. PDR’s patented “Focused IR and Thermal Management
Technology” is fully vested by leading aerospace, defense, biomedical, telecom, automotive, MRO, R&D, and
electronic and manufacturing firms for its highest quality and best performing systems.

